Hyman presents the following rules (numbered as in his article): (14)
Second, Hyman finds underlying postconsonantal /ya/ or /ia/ clusters objectionable because they would occur within morphemes only when the first component is /y w/ or /i u/ and the second component is /a/-i.e., morphemestructure generality would be lost. For those who reject the notion of morpheme structure (my own position), this argument is not relevant. If instead we recognize the necessity of surface-structure constraints, exactly the same skewness must be stated: in effect, consonant palatalization and labialization are restricted before vowels which show agreement in backness and rounding, but not before [a] . The domain of this surface constraint is obviously broader than the corresponding morpheme-structure condition, since it also encompasses [Cwal from polymorphemic /Cu+a/. For those who still embrace some notion of morpheme structure, however, the problem is more complex. How is the putative gain in morpheme-structure generality to be balanced against the otherwise superfluous phonological rule of absolute neutralization? There is no non-arbitrary basis for making a decision here. Perhaps the more standard practice is to follow Halle's edict: 'economy in the phonological rules is to take precedence over economy in the morpheme structure rules and dictionary' (cf. Cluster reduction is undoubtedly a single process in Nupe, as Hyman suggests (61), but his analysis is unable to capture this generalization either directly (by formally collapsing rule A and vowel deletion) or indirectly (by claiming some 6 Smith explicitly states that he considers this to be a process of diphthongization: 'the resultant form is a rising diphthong with [j] as its first element' (163).
6 Hyman and Smith seem to indicate that palatalization and labialization are determined from SURFACE phonetic front and rounded vowels respectively.
